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Antebellum Slave Narratives Oxford University Press
Instant #1 New York Times Bestseller Winner of the National Book
Critics Circle Award for Nonfiction Winner of the Stowe Prize
Winner of 2022 Hillman Prize for Book Journalism PEN America 2022
John Kenneth Galbraith Award for Nonfiction Finalist A New York
Times 10 Best Books of 2021 A Time 10 Best Nonfiction Books of 2021
Named a Best Book of 2021 by The New York Times, The Washington
Post, The Boston Globe, The Economist, Smithsonian, Esquire,
Entropy, The Christian Science Monitor, WBEZ's Nerdette Podcast,
TeenVogue, GoodReads, SheReads, BookPage, Publishers Weekly,
Kirkus, Fathom Magazine, the New York Public Library, and the
Chicago Public Library One of GQ’s 50 Best Books of Literary
Journalism of the 21st Century Longlisted for the National Book
Award Los Angeles Times, Best Nonfiction Gift One of President
Obama's Favorite Books of 2021 This compelling #1 New York Times
bestseller examines the legacy of slavery in America—and how both
history and memory continue to shape our everyday lives. Beginning
in his hometown of New Orleans, Clint Smith leads the reader on an
unforgettable tour of monuments and landmarks—those that are honest
about the past and those that are not—that offer an
intergenerational story of how slavery has been central in shaping
our nation's collective history, and ourselves. It is the story of
the Monticello Plantation in Virginia, the estate where Thomas
Jefferson wrote letters espousing the urgent need for liberty while
enslaving more than four hundred people. It is the story of the
Whitney Plantation, one of the only former plantations devoted to
preserving the experience of the enslaved people whose lives and
work sustained it. It is the story of Angola, a former plantation-
turned-maximum-security prison in Louisiana that is filled with
Black men who work across the 18,000-acre land for virtually no
pay. And it is the story of Blandford Cemetery, the final resting
place of tens of thousands of Confederate soldiers. A deeply
researched and transporting exploration of the legacy of slavery
and its imprint on centuries of American history, How the Word Is
Passed illustrates how some of our country's most essential stories
are hidden in plain view—whether in places we might drive by on our
way to work, holidays such as Juneteenth, or entire neighborhoods
like downtown Manhattan, where the brutal history of the trade in
enslaved men, women, and children has been deeply imprinted.
Informed by scholarship and brought to life by the story of people
living today, Smith's debut work of nonfiction is a landmark of
reflection and insight that offers a new understanding of the
hopeful role that memory and history can play in making sense of
our country and how it has come to be.
Dictionary of literary biography Stanford University Press
WINNER OF THE FLETCHER PRATT AWARD FOR BEST NON-FICTION BOOK OF 2016 In a
single definitive narrative, CITY OF SEDITION tells the spellbinding story of the huge-and hugely

conflicted-role New York City played in the Civil War. No city was more of a help to Abraham Lincoln
and the Union war effort, or more of a hindrance. No city raised more men, money, and materiel for the
war, and no city raised more hell against it. It was a city of patriots, war heroes, and abolitionists, but
simultaneously a city of antiwar protest, draft resistance, and sedition. Without his New York supporters,
it's highly unlikely Lincoln would have made it to the White House. Yet, because of the city's vital and
intimate business ties to the Cotton South, the majority of New Yorkers never voted for him and were
openly hostile to him and his politics. Throughout the war New York City was a nest of antiwar
"Copperheads" and a haven for deserters and draft dodgers. New Yorkers would react to Lincoln's
wartime policies with the deadliest rioting in American history. The city's political leaders would create a
bureaucracy solely devoted to helping New Yorkers evade service in Lincoln's army. Rampant war
profiteering would create an entirely new class of New York millionaires, the "shoddy aristocracy." New
York newspapers would be among the most vilely racist and vehemently antiwar in the country. Some
editors would call on their readers to revolt and commit treason; a few New Yorkers would answer that
call. They would assist Confederate terrorists in an attempt to burn their own city down, and collude with
Lincoln's assassin. Here in CITY OF SEDITION, a gallery of fascinating New Yorkers comes to life, the
likes of Horace Greeley, Walt Whitman, Julia Ward Howe, Boss Tweed, Thomas Nast, Matthew Brady,
and Herman Melville. This book follows the fortunes of these figures and chronicles how many New
Yorkers seized the opportunities the conflict presented to amass capital, create new industries, and
expand their markets, laying the foundation for the city's-and the nation's-growth.
Kindred Routledge
The Wilderness, the Nation, and the Electronic Era: American Christianity and Religious
Communication 1620-2000: An Annotated Bibliography contains over 2,400 annotations of books,
book chapters, essays, periodical articles, and selected dissertations dealing with the various means
and technologies of Christian communication used by clergy, churches, denominations, benevolent
associations, printers, booksellers, publishing houses, and individuals and movements in their efforts
to disseminate news, knowledge, and information about religious beliefs and life in the United States
from colonial times to the present. Providing access to the critical and interpretive literature about
religious communication is significant and plays a central role in the recent trend in American
historiography toward cultural history, particularly as it relates to numerous collateral disciplines:
sociology, anthropology, education, speech, music, literary studies, art history, and technology. The
book documents communication shifts, from oral history to print to electronic and visual media, and
their adaptive uses in communication networks developed over the nation's history. This reference
brings bibliographic control to a large and diverse literature not previously identified or indexed.
Antebellum Writers in New York and the South Twelve
Between 1820 and 1860, American social reformers invited all people to identify God's
image in the victims of war, slavery, and addiction. Identifying the Image of God traces
the theme of identification--and its liberal Christian roots--through the literature of social
reform, focusing on sentimental novels, temperance tales, and slave narratives, and
invites contemporary activists to revive the "politics of identification."

African American Autobiographers Oxford University Press
This collection of 25 essays of literary criticism includes pieces on British poet John Milton,
British fantasy writer C. S. Lewis, American horror writer Stephen King, American SF and
fantasy writer Orson Scott Card, British horror writer Clive Barker, and several others.
Complete with bibliography and index.
Postapocalyptic Fantasies in Antebellum American Literature Antebellum Writers in
New YorkAntebellum Writers in New York
The New Cambridge Companion to Herman Melville provides timely, critical essays on
Melville's classic works. The essays have been specially commissioned for this volume and
provide a complete overview of Melville's career. Melville's major novels are discussed,
along with a range of his short fiction and poetry, including neglected works ripe for
rediscovery. The volume includes essays on such new topics as Melville and oceanic
studies, Melville and animal studies, and Melville and the planetary, along with a number of
essays that focus on form and aesthetics. Written at a level both challenging and
accessible, this New Companion brings together a team of leading international scholars to
offer students of American literature the most comprehensive introduction available to
Melville's art.

Univ of Wisconsin Press
Through studies of such writers as Hawthorne, Melville, and Stowe, this book shows how the
increased demand for salable entertainment fostered a new consciousness of authorship as a
commercial and professional mode of work in the first half of the nineteenth century in America.
Classic Connections Gale / Cengage Learning
Though America experienced an increase in a native-born population and an emerging African-
American identity throughout the nineteenth century, African culture did not necessarily dissipate
with each passing decade. Archer examines the slave narratives of four key members of the
abolitionist movement—Frederick Douglass, William Wells Brown, Harriet Tubman and Harriet
Jacobs—revealing how these highly visible proponents of the antislavery cause were able to
creatively engage and at times overcome the cultural biases of their listening and reading
audiences. When engaged in public sphere discourses, these individuals were not, as some
scholars have suggested, inclined to accept unconditionally stereotypical constructions of their own
identities. Rather they were quite skillful in negotiating between their affinity with antislavery
Christianity and their own intimate involvement with slave circle dance and improvisational song,
burial rites, conjuration, divination, folk medicinal practices, African dialects and African inspired
festivals. The authors emerge as more complex figures than scholars have imagined. Their political
views, though sometimes moderate, often reflected a strong desire to strike a fierce blow at the
core of the slavocracy.
Alabama History Cambridge University Press
Getting teens to read, much less enjoy classic literary fiction is an on-going challenge for
educators and librarians. However, Holly Koelling--author, YA librarian, and booktalker
extraordinaire-offers a variety of techniques for rising to that challenge and successfully
selecting, presenting, and connecting teens with great literature in the library and in school.
This book defines classics and discusses why they are important, then provides a step-by-
step process for finding the hooks that attract teens, educating yourself about classic
literature, and motivating and inspiring readers. This is an upbeat, information-packed guide
that anyone working with teen readers will refer to again and again. Readers' advisory
techniques employing the genre approach, appeal features, and other lures are discussed
along with a variety of programs and promotions that will help teens more deeply
appreciate the classics they read--from booktalks, booklists, and displays to readers'
theatre, teen book clubs, and reviews. Brimming with anecdotes and practical examples,
Classic Connections also includes an extensive bibliography of classics for teens and
professional resources. This is an upbeat, information-packed guide, and if you work with
teen readers, you'll refer to it again and again. When you're through, you might just have
the teens fighting over these important works!
The Humor of the Old South Univ of North Carolina Press
The Routledge Encyclopedia of Walt Whitman presents a comprehensive resource complied by
over 200 internationally recognized contributors, including such leading Whitman scholars as
James E. Miller, Jr., Roger Asselineau, Betsy Erkkila, and Joel Myerson. Now available for the first
time in paperback, this volume comprises more than 750 entries arranged in convenient
alphabetical format. Coverage includes: biographical information: all names, dates, places, and
events important to understanding Whitman's life and career Whitman's works: essays on all eight
editions of "Leaves of Grass," major poems and poem clusters, principal essays and prose works,
as well as his more than two dozen short stories and the novel, Franklin Evans prominent themes
and concepts: essays on such major topics as democracy, slavery, the Civil War, immortality,
sexuality, and the women's rights movement. significant forms and techniques: such as prosody,
symbolism, free verse, and humour important trends and critical approaches in Whitman studies:
including new historicist and cultural criticism, psychological explorations, and controversial issues
of sexual identity surveys of Whitman's international impact as well as an assessment of his literary
legacy. Useful for students, researchers, librarians, teachers, and Whitman devotees, this volume
features extensive cross-references, numerous photographs of the poet, a chronology, a special
appendix section tracking the poet's genealogy, and a thorough index. Each entry includes a
bibliography for further study.
Toward Other Worlds Routledge
Cheryl J. Fish argues that the concept of mobility offers a significant paradigm for
reading literature of the United States and the Americas in the antebellum period,
particularly for women writers of the African diaspora. Charting journeys across
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nations and literary traditions, she examines works by three undervalued
writers--Mary Seacole, an Afro-Jamaican; Nancy Prince, an African American from
Boston; and Margaret Fuller, a white New Englander and Transcendentalist--in
whose lives mobility, travel literature, and benevolent work all converge. Refiguring
the forms of domesticity, they traveled to the outposts of conflict and imperial
expansion--colonial crossroads in Panama, Tsarist Russia, the Crimean War front,
the U.S. frontier, and Jamaica after emancipation--and worked as healers, educators,
and reformers. Each writer blended themes from exploration literature and various
autobiographical genres to reconfigure racial and national identities and to issue a
call for social action. They intervened strategically into discourses of medicine,
education, religion, philanthropy, and emigration through a shifting and mobile
subjectivity, negotiating relationships to various institutions, persons, and locations.
For each woman, travel removed her from the familiar and placed her in a position of
risk, "out-of-bounds," emotionally or physically. Seeking their own vision of the
territories, they came to see themselves as citizens of the world, deeply involved in
the causes they witnessed. As Fish documents, their desire to improve the quality of
life for oppressed and wounded peoples distinguishes their works from other popular
travel writers of the time. Drawing upon unpublished archival material such as letters,
journals, and abolitionist periodicals, Fish incorporates print culture and theory into
her discussion. She also examines historical accounts of the events and places with
which these women were associated. She describes how Prince draws on the Bible
and missionary discourse to make corrective readings of emigration policy and the
lives of former slaves; Seacole appropriates the picaresque to embed her knowledge
of Afro-Jamaican and Western medical tradition, and Fuller combines Romanticism
and a fascination with racial science in her analysis of the American Midwest and in
her evolving feminist critique. While writing in the popular 19th-century genre of the
travelogue, Fish says, these black and white women were able to talk back, make
and lose money, challenge stereotypes, and inform and entertain people with their
adventures and benevolent work.
Untidy Origins Routledge
Contains biographical sketches of authors who wrote or began writing their major works
during the period 1820 to 1860. Represented are writers of short stories, juvenile literature,
sermons, and popular literature, as well as novelists, poets, essayists, editors, humorists,
translators, compilers, journalists, reformers, historians, abolitionists, and scientists.
The Archive of Fear Fordham Univ Press
This study of the emergence of machine politics in New York City during the antebellum years
sheds light on the origins of a system that was the characteristic form of government in United
States cities from the mid-nineteenth until well into the twentieth century. In contrast to previous
explanations that have found the origins of machine politics in immigrant culture and ethnic conflict,
Professor Bridges shows that central elements of the system long predated a significant immigrant
presence. Her analysis focuses on two large-scale transformations in the American political
economy that occurred during these years: industrialization, which reorganized the social order and
provoked conflict and change; and the extension of the franchise through the abolition of property
barriers, which necessitated the incorporation of 'the many' into political life. It was this unique
combination of circumstances, the author argues, that provided the context for the development of
machine politics.
Edgar Allan Poe and the Masses UPNE
The visionary author’s masterpiece pulls us—along with her Black female hero—through time
to face the horrors of slavery and explore the impacts of racism, sexism, and white
supremacy then and now. Dana, a modern black woman, is celebrating her twenty-sixth
birthday with her new husband when she is snatched abruptly from her home in California
and transported to the antebellum South. Rufus, the white son of a plantation owner, is
drowning, and Dana has been summoned to save him. Dana is drawn back repeatedly
through time to the slave quarters, and each time the stay grows longer, more arduous, and
more dangerous until it is uncertain whether or not Dana's life will end, long before it has a
chance to begin.
City of Sedition Princeton University Press
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Award, this #1 New York Times
bestseller chronicles a young slave's adventures as she makes a desperate bid for
freedom in the antebellum South. The basis for the acclaimed original Amazon Prime
Video series directed by Barry Jenkins. Cora is a slave on a cotton plantation in
Georgia. An outcast even among her fellow Africans, she is on the cusp of
womanhood—where greater pain awaits. And so when Caesar, a slave who has
recently arrived from Virginia, urges her to join him on the Underground Railroad,
she seizes the opportunity and escapes with him. In Colson Whitehead's ingenious

conception, the Underground Railroad is no mere metaphor: engineers and
conductors operate a secret network of actual tracks and tunnels beneath the
Southern soil. Cora embarks on a harrowing flight from one state to the next,
encountering, like Gulliver, strange yet familiar iterations of her own world at each
stop. As Whitehead brilliantly re-creates the terrors of the antebellum era, he weaves
in the saga of our nation, from the brutal abduction of Africans to the unfulfilled
promises of the present day. The Underground Railroad is both the gripping tale of
one woman's will to escape the horrors of bondage—and a powerful meditation on the
history we all share. Look for Colson Whitehead’s bestselling new novel, Harlem
Shuffle!
Antebellum Writers in New York LSU Press
On a summer day in 1846--two years before the Seneca Falls convention that
launched the movement for woman's rights in the United States--six women in rural
upstate New York sat down to write a petition to their state's constitutional
convention, demandin
The Wilderness, the Nation, and the Electronic Era Psychology Press
First published in 1988, this book contains entries on famous American Humorists.
Humor has been present in American literature, from the beginning, and has
developed characteristics that reflect the American character, both regional and
national. Although American literature was, in the past, treated as inferior to British
literature, there has always been a large popular audience for the genre, which this
book shows. The figures with entries in this encyclopedia not only amuse in their
writing, but also aim to enlighten- setting out to expose the foibles and foolishness of
society and the individuals who compose it. It is the manner in which these authors
try to accomplish this end that determines whether they appear in the volume.
Indeed, the book will demonstrate that the best humor has at its base, a ready
understanding of human nature.
Identifying the Image of God Columbia University Press
Even before the Civil War, American writers were imagining life after a massive global catastrophe.
For many, the blank slate of the American continent was instead a wreckage-strewn wasteland, a
new world in ruins. Bringing together epic and lyric poems, fictional tales, travel narratives, and
scientific texts, Postapocalyptic Fantasies in Antebellum American Literature reveals that US
authors who enthusiastically celebrated the myths of primeval wilderness and virgin land also
frequently resorted to speculations about the annihilation of civilizations, past and future. By
examining such postapocalyptic fantasies, this study recovers an antebellum rhetoric untethered to
claims for historical exceptionalism - a patriotic rhetoric that celebrates America while denying the
United States a unique position outside of world history. As the scientific field of natural history
produced new theories regarding biological extinction, geological transformation, and
environmental collapse, American writers responded with wild visions of the ancient past and the
distant future.
Untidy Origins Beacon Press
This major contribution to the study of antebellum religious art offers a detailed case study
of American postmillennialism and its many visual expressions. Treating paintings as
"intersections of cultural expression," Gail E. Husch begins with a single painting to spin out
an interpretation in many directions, from the specific aesthetic and social concerns of artist
and patron to the wider political and cultural concerns of Americans in the mid-19th century.
Arguing that "genuine apocalyptic faith" was fundamental to American Protestants, Husch
shows how artists, patrons, and ordinary citizens actively engaged contemporary questions
of peace and war, freedom and slavery, and the equality of human beings before God in
their visual arts. Part of an emerging revaluation of the role of the religious in American art,
Husch asks us to read ideas as they function in works, rather than see images merely as
passive illustrations of ideas. Weaving images drawn from high and low culture, politics,
and religion, she develops a complex cultural narrative of the times, thus showing the truth
of one picture being worth a thousand words.
Encyclopedia of American Humorists Little, Brown
"What is the hangman but a servant of law? And what is that law but an expression of
public opinion? And if public opinion be brutal and thou a component part thereof, art thou
not the hangman's accomplice?" Writing in 1842, Lydia Maria Child articulates a crisis in
the relationship of democracy to sovereign power that continues to occupy political theory
today. Is sovereignty, with its reliance on singular and exceptional power, fundamentally
inimical to democracy? Or might a more fully realized democracy distribute, share, and
popularize sovereignty, thus blunting its exceptional character and its basic violence? In
Democracy's Spectacle, Jennifer Greiman looks to an earlier moment in the history of
American democracy's vexed interpretation of sovereignty to argue that such questions
about the popularization of sovereign power shaped debates about political belonging and
public life in the antebellum United States. In an emergent democracy that was also an

expansionist slave society, Greiman argues, the problems that sovereignty posed were less
concerned with a singular and exceptional power lodged in the state than with a power over
life and death that involved all Americans intimately. Drawing on Alexis de Tocqueville's
analysis of the sovereignty of the people in Democracy in America, along with work by
Gustave de Beaumont, Lydia Maria Child, Nathaniel Hawthorne, and Herman Melville,
Greiman tracks the crises of sovereign power as it migrates out of the state to become a
constitutive feature of the public sphere. Greiman brings together literature and political
theory, as well as materials on antebellum performance culture, antislavery activism, and
penitentiary reform, to argue that the antebellum public sphere, transformed by its
empowerment, emerges as a spectacle with investments in both punishment and
entertainment.
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